
apple shaped 

which body type which item



Yes to slightly �ared dresses that give more volume to the hips by balancing the width of the shoulders

Dresses too tight which 

increase the width of the 

shoulders and hips thinness

Striped dresses at 

the level of the bust which 

increase the width of the shoulders

Dresses with ru�es give 

too much volume to the bust

Dresses too voluminous 

increase the thinness of the legs

Yes 

No

apple shaped 



V-neck shirts suitable for large breasts shirts with vertical plot sharpen the bust shirts with cut under the bust 

and v-neck for large breasts

closed shirts with cut under the 

breast for small breast

shirts with too much volume 

emphasizes the width of the bust
shirts with ru�es add volume to the bust shirts with prints and large showy patterns 

accentuate the bust volume
shirts too �ared seems that the legs are too skinny

Yes 

No

apple shaped 



straight and closed duster coats 

and jackets suitable for small breast 

Structured jacket harmonizes 

the width of the shoulders with the hips
straight coats make look hips 

and shoulders proportionate capes above the hips to accentuate them

the double-breasted not suitable 

for large breasts enlarges the �gure
accentuates the volume of the shoulders adds too much volume to the bust

structured jacket increases 

the width of the shoulders

Yes 

No

apple shaped 



mid thigh skirt emphasizes the legs straight skirt lengthens the �gure slightly �ared skirt balances with wide shoulders slight pu� skirt balances with wide shoulders

skirt above mid-thigh enlarges hips skirt below the knee makes heavier the �gure �ounced skirt adds too much volume full skirt legs look too skinny

Yes 

No

apple shaped 



Top with empire cut for small breasts Top slightly �ared balances 

with the volume of the shoulders

top slightly �ared on hips 

equilibrates the volume of the shoulders v-neck suitable for large breasts

too deep v-neck accentuates 

the width of the shoulders
horizontal lines widen the torso very large top emphasizes the bust 

and thin legs
too tight emphasizes the width of the bust

Yes 

No

apple shaped 



open cardigan lengthen the silhouette jumper that follows the �gure long cardigan tied under the breast 

balances volume between shoulders and hips
Open Cardigan

chunky knits adds volume to the chest applications adds volume to the chest
the lower part tight accentuates 

the di�erence in volume between 

the shoulders and hips

too large emphasizes the di�erence 

of volume between shoulders and hips

Yes 

No

apple shaped 



straight and slightly �ared trousers 

that follows the line of the legs
very tight only when combined 

with blouses to mid-thigh �ared trousers balance with volume of the bust Straight that follows the leg

too tight make look legs too skinny riding pants enlarges the hips
too �ared adds too much volume to the �gure too �ared adds too much volume to the �gure

Yes 

No

apple shaped 



mid thigh balances with the bust volumecu�ed balances with the bust volume

mid-rise shorts stretch and �atten the butt too short widen the hips

Yes 

No

apple shaped 


